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Some Random Landscape Thoughts 

To all our great customers, we’d like to 

say thanks for supporting us in what we 

love doing – making outdoor spaces   

beautiful. The work isn’t always easy, 

but having loyal and satisfied customers 

sure makes it rewarding. 

As you shift into fall mode, don’t forget 

to make sure you’re on schedule for any 

fall services you need. We can handle your fall chores to free 

up your time for more important activities, like football and 

fall festivals. We’ll efficiently clean up annual and perennial 

beds, take care of pruning, do leaf cleanup, and even plant 

spring bulbs.  

Don’t forget that fall is a great time for adding both 

softscape and hardscape to your landscape, so give us a call 

to talk about your project. 

 

 

 

 

Joshua Mitchell 

 

Happy Landscaping! 

Call today to get a FREE estimate for your lawn  

 you will thank us next spring!  

Up Coming Events  

Landscape Maintenance 

Landscape Lighting  

Commercial Services  

Fall Flowers  

Tree Removal  

Hardscaping  

Custom Water Features  

Irrigation Maintenance  



 

Our 3 Favorite  

Plants for October 

The Ultimate Backyard Landscape Design Planning Guide 

With some creative planning and the help of  JDM Landscape, you can create 

your dream backyard landscape design. Whether your backyard is small or 

large, it needs to have both functional and aesthetic appeal. To create that, your 

backyard needs to have proper height and depth, hard and soft surfaces, as well 

interesting textures and colors. 

Make a Grand Entrance 

Create a lovely pathway with concrete pavers and 

line the pathway with soft foliage or colorful flowers. 

 

Set the Stage 

Selecting the right trees, shrubs and plants will give 

your yard good height and depth, soften hard edges 

on adjacent structures and create a comfortable   

backyard atmosphere. 

 

Create Eye-Catching Edges and Borders 

Edges and borders will create a neat and well-

manicured backyard landscape design with great 

form, contrast, texture and color.  

Curb Appeal For The Fall 

• Spruce Up Your Lawn  

• Plant Fall Flowers  

• Highlight Your Front Door  

• Clean Up the Exterior  

• Clear Out All Gutters  

• Add Outdoor Lighting 

• Keep Decorations Simple  

 

The fall presents a variety of different ways to show off your front yard.  

Maybe this year, try to put some of these landscaping tips to use:  
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Violas are primarily cool 

season bloomers. They are 

perfect for starting and 

ending the season in colder 

climates. 

Snapdragons have tall 

spikes of brightly colored 

flowers that bloom profusely 

in cooler weather.  

Sumac brilliant fall foliage 

and fuzzy red berry clusters 

that linger through winter 

make sumacs a go-to shrub 

for fall and winter color.  


